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‘So much has been written about the issue of pornography 
and so little about its actual texts’ (Williams, 1989: 29)

Thirty years on, we still need to develop both
● robust empirical evidence about the content and form of porn 

texts, and
● good models of the uses and functions of porn for its audiences

FROMPORNWARSTOPORNSTUDIES



  

Porn is an important source of knowledge about sexual practices, 
values and boundaries

Especially because these remain taboo both in familial and educational 
contexts (Kyman, 1995)

Porn fills gaps in sexual learning (Albury, 2014; Epstein & Ward, 2008)

PORNANDSHAREDSEXUALSCRIPTS



  

Representations of GNC in porn may be the richest and more 
sophisticated source of information for many audiences

“Very few mainstream representations […] address trans identity with 
any other agenda other than evoking humour" (Richardson, 2010:131)

Yet trans porn is a major niche (Escoffier, 2011:271-2)

PORNANDGENDERNON-CONFORMITY



  

Identities: what kinds of GNC 
characters appear in erotica?

Distinctions: what distinctions 
are drawn between these GNC 
identities?

Values: how are these 
identities evaluated?

METHODS,MATERIALS,RQS

Corpus compiled from 
Literotica, large free online 
erotica repository

Here focus on the 
“Transsexuals & Crossdressers” 
category subcorpus

5545 stories

25.8 million word-tokens



  

DISTINCTIONS:MULTIPLEFORMSOFGNC



  

Despite the distinctive lexis, the underlying conceptual distinctions 
are close to mainstream discourses:
● cross-dressers, transvestites ≈ external gender expression
● trans people ≈ internal gender identity

 

DISTINCTIONS:IDENTITYANDEXPRESSION

“Most of the respondents to my ad 
were not shemales, but transvestites 
or cross-dressers. They were men 
that liked to dress as women, but 
they did not consider themselves to 
be women.”

“transsexuals really don't have much 
time for Transvestites anyway”

“I'm more than just a cross dresser. 
I'm more than just a transvestite. I'm 
transgender. I more associate with 
being female than I do with being 
male, I always have”



  

GNC as a part of the “logic of overdrive” (Paasonen, 2006) of porn

Transgressive bodies as ultimate fantasies made flesh

Desirable because they represent an excess over normative 
categories as both masculine and feminine

VALUES:TRANSGRESSIONANDFANTASY

 They could have any lover they desired. Male, female or shemale. Anything money could buy. Any excess, pleasure or depravi

 him tighter than any ass he'd been in before, female or shemale.   Chantal braced her arms on the headboard and looked ba

ered Lou’s question.  “Are you kidding? Male, female, or shemale, she’s sexier than hell!”  Carlos grinned at me; all the worry 

f tranny porn and had often fantasized about having sex with a cross-dresser. If she really was a CD, that doubled my desire

ould probably be disowned if they ever found out I was having sex with a shemale, even if that shemale was someone as beaut

s not disgusting. On the contrary, her possession of both female and male sexual accessories was both fascinating and arou

es as a student, and with me feminized she could get both female look and cock at the same time. Seeing the beautiful Ashley



  

GNC still tinted by gender norms: socially gendered bodies and 
evaluative lexicons (“beautiful”, “gorgeous”, “cute”, not “handsome”)

Specifically centred on the pairing of high femme and penis (cf. 
Escoffier, 2011; Steinbock, 2017)

VALUES:HYPERFEMININITY

ng room, watched one after another fabulously beautiful transsexual undress as she tried on an evening gown, pantsuit, dress, 

-op male-to-female transsexual.  Shemale.  Tranny.  The shemale was gorgeous. She had very feminine facial features, wonderf

ediately logged on to the internet to find hot pics of sexy trannies and smooth, cute CD's. I was in a horny mood.  I spent most o

on schedule, and to Barbie Jo, for being such a hot, sexy tranny girl. Salut!"  The Caesar cocktail was delicious, and I drank it all i

erything made my cock hard but what I loved most was shemales. I love the femininity with the eroticism of a smooth cock. My

my ass stuffed with big by a sexy, well-endowed Black transsexual lady with the biggest and sexiest piece of juicy Black ass th

d a little feeling the strength of the muscular blonde shemale as her huge erection pumped in and out of me at a horrific pac



  

Non-conformity in kink: feminisation as a form of power play

Complex overlaps: coerced journeys can reveal deep-seated identity

Femininity ≈ submissiveness ≈ sexual availability: “cardboard cut-
outs with improbable anatomy who will fuck and be fucked by anyone, 
anything, anytime, in any way” (Blank & Kaldera, 2002:7)

VALUES:FORCEDFEMININISATION

ng room, watched one after another fabulously beautiful transsexual undress as she tried on an evening gown, pantsuit, dress, 

-op male-to-female transsexual.  Shemale.  Tranny.  The shemale was gorgeous. She had very feminine facial features, wonderf

ediately logged on to the internet to find hot pics of sexy trannies and smooth, cute CD's. I was in a horny mood.  I spent most o

on schedule, and to Barbie Jo, for being such a hot, sexy tranny girl. Salut!"  The Caesar cocktail was delicious, and I drank it all i

erything made my cock hard but what I loved most was shemales. I love the femininity with the eroticism of a smooth cock. My

my ass stuffed with big by a sexy, well-endowed Black transsexual lady with the biggest and sexiest piece of juicy Black ass th

d a little feeling the strength of the muscular blonde shemale as her huge erection pumped in and out of me at a horrific pac



  

Erotic discourses about GNC are shifted relative to the mainstream:
● Behind the times: persistence of potentially objectionable lexicon
● With the times: recognition of trans identities and cultures; 

unequal focus on transfemininity; misogynistic equivalence 
between femininity and lack of social/sexual agency

● Ahead of the times: openness to transgression of binary gender; 
multiplicity of models for understanding expression and 
performance beyond the “true trans” trope

SUMMARY:PORNANDTHEZEITGEIST
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